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Greetings from the
Principal
Habari, Tena koutou, Sa wat dee khrap

The days are certainly shorter and we find ourselves arriving to
school in the dark, and leaving in the dark! The shortest day of the
year has just past so we can look forward to some longer days!
In the recent weeks I have attended a number of courses and
conferences relating to managing schools. These opportunities are
always worthwhile and as education is always evolving, there is
much to keep up with.
What has been humbling is that while listening to what some other
leaders and schools are up against it reconfirms just how well placed
our girls are to succeed as individuals here at St John’s. We have a
wonderfully supportive parent community who work us to create the
very best opportunities for our girls. The staff work tirelessly to make
the most of every day for your daughters.
Our expectations and standards of not only the girls, but also
ourselves as staff, really contribute to the culture in our school.
Consistency is key in so many facets of our core business of teaching
and learning. Consistent punctuality, work ethic, attendance,
manners, display of values etc. If we continue to work hard on the
small things, the big things never seem as daunting.
Aerobics and the Southland Cross Country
Tino pai to the large number of girls who represented their dance
studios at the Aerobics competitions last weekend. You had masses
of success and we are proud of you all!
Congratulations also to the many St John’s girls who competed at
the Southland Cross Country last Friday. I laughed at the stories of
the knee-deep mud and the slipping and sliding. Mrs Russell will be
sharing the great results in her sports newsletter.

Overdue Invoices
I have made contact, through Mrs Roberts, with each family having
overdue accounts. Often an invoice has been missed several terms
ago that you are not aware of. Please don’t hesitate to contact the
school should you need anything explained. A copy of our payment
schedule is available on the school website. Please ensure that you
have your payments set up correctly as you receive invoices from two
separate Boards, which require separate payments to different bank
accounts.
Year 7 and 8 Camps
A reminder that these camps have been rescheduled for next term.
The girls are excited and so are the staff!
Deep Cove Camp (Week 1, Term 3) 25-29 July

Mr Brodie and
Mrs Bradshaw

Dunedin Camp (Week 4, Term 3) 17-19 July

Ms Gill and
Mrs Lang

Invoices for the camps were sent much earlier in the year. These
invoices are still current for the upcoming camps. If you require it to
be resent, please let Mrs Roberts know.
Some camp costs have increased since their cancellation earlier in
the year, however, the school will absorb the additional expenses
this year. Thank you to those families who have already paid.
Matariki
This week the school has been celebrating and learning about
Matariki. Our Matariki breakfast this morning was a special way for us
to come together as a school whanau, and share what we are
grateful for. Ask your daughter to share what she has learnt this
week. The senior girls have been sent a link to a special video that I
have encouraged them to share with you.
Enjoy your long weekend. May you find time for the special people
around you, and most importantly, yourselves.
Nga mihi nui
Nathan Hughes
Tumuaki - Principal
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Coming Events
TERM 2
June
24th
28th

Matariki [school closed]
Interview bookings opened on Skool
Loop
BoT Meeting [5.30 pm]

30th
July
1st
5th - 8th
5th
6th
8th

Reports Out
Life Education Visit
Interviews [School closes at 2pm]
Interviews [School closes at 3pm]
Stripes and Bonus points awarded
Last day of Term 2

TERM 3
July
Day 1 of Term 3
25th
25th - 29th Room 5 Deep Cove Camp

August
9th
10th
11th
12th
16th
17th
17th - 19th
18th
23rd
24th
25th
September
7th
8th
15th
21st

Speech Exams [Yr 8]
Speech Exams [Yr 7]
First Aid [Yr 8]
First Aid [Yrs 1/2/5/6/7]
First Aid [Yr 7]
Speech Exams [Yr 6]
Mufti Day
Speech Exams [Yr 5]
Room 6 Dunedin Camp
First Aid [Yrs 1/2/3/4/8]
Speech Exams [Yr 4]
Speech Exams [Yr 3]
Polyfest [9.50 am]
BoT Meeting [5.30pm]
BoT Election Day
Gym Fest
Disco
BoP Meeting [7.00 pm]

Awards
Congratulations to the following girls who have received awards recently

Room 1

Ava Davies, Sophia Risk, Amelia Maxwell,
Nina Russell

Room 5

Meg Scott, Lily Hillman,
Matilda Stevens, Scarlett Warnock

Room 2

Harper Peters, Aoife Gordon,
Madelene Davison, Charlie Miles

Room 6

Kiahli Brown, Amaya Swale-Jones,
Anna Amar, Bonnie McIntosh

Room 3

Rosie Laughton, Danielle King, Agnes Russell,
Eilidh Gordon, Elise Davison

Room 7

Amelia Frew, Matilda Moody,
Greer Macpherson, Liliana Clinckett

Room 4

Meila Iosefo, Emma Visser, Gwynedd Ryder,
Gracie Dennis, Zoe McMillan

Values
Cup

Ella Calvert
Ava Davies

[Room 3]
[Room 1]
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Welcome Mr Brodie!

Todd Brodie is the new Room 5, Year 8
teacher. We are very excited to welcome
him into our school! He has settled in
very well.
Mr Brodie and his family moved down to
Invercargill from Nelson early this term.
Mr Brodie grew up living in the North
Island. He and his wife have 3 sons.
In Mr Brodie’s spare time he likes to
skateboard, play lots of sports and loves
being outdoors.
In Room 5 we have learnt that Mr Brodie
is a very big fan of the basketball team,
the Nelson Giants and the rugby team,
the Tasman Makos.
Mr Brodie previously taught Years 5 and 6
at his old school, Brightwater School in
Nelson. He was also the deputy principal.
We are really enjoying this term with
Mr Brodie and are excited for the future.
Sienna, Luca, Shanna-Beth, Amy, Ana, Lucy,
Meg and Christabel

ROOM
4

We have been learning
about the celebration of
Matariki. The girls loved
their special visit to the
library to listen to stories
from the storyteller (Mr
Hughes). We have also
been learning all the star
names and their meanings.

Science

Mmmmmm I smell HOKEY POKEY! The aroma in the
technology room was delicious. We watched
baking soda create carbon dioxide when it mixed
with the golden syrup and sugar.
We turned milk into plastic by mixing it with white
vinegar.
When you heat milk and add an acid, the casein
molecules unfold and reorganise into a long chain.
We tried to sculpt it, but it kept crumbling.

Matariki

Art - Chalk Pastel Landscapes
We have been learning how to blend with chalk pastels. Very messy to work with, but the colours are just beautiful.

ROOM
Science

5

In Room 5 we have been
completing a range of different
science
activities
around
kitchen chemistry, much like the
rest of the senior syndicate.
It has been fun getting into the
tasks and learning about a lot of
different science phenomena
including molecules, PH scale
and chemical reactions.
We have enjoyed how many of
our activities have lead to us
getting to sample the final
product from baking bread (a
chemical reaction) to hokey
pokey (polymers).

First Aid

Room 5 have been learning basic first aid with
Mr Brodie. In recent weeks we have covered a
range of different areas in preparation for camp
early in Term 3. Knowing how to care for people in
an emergency is an important skill to have.

Cross Country

The girls in Room 5 would like to give our girls who
ran at the Southland Regional Cross Country
Championships a big homai te pakipaki - you did us
all proud!

Matariki

In class we have spent time in literacy learning about the stars of Matariki, in the lead up to this weekend's
Matariki holiday celebrations.
We have spent time learning about how and why Matariki has become a public holiday. We learnt that
Matariki was important to early Maori, however it was lost as NZ was colonised except to those who closely
aligned to traditional ways.
We read a journal from 2003 that showed the beginning of the revival of Matariki. It was amazing to read
that ten years prior in 1993, Matariki barely didn't exist. Now in 2022 we have our first weekend to celebrate
an important date on New Zealand's calendar.
We also learnt about how Matariki is seen around the world. The stars of Matariki have many meanings in
various cultures. Here are some examples:

Room 6 has been busy studying
Kitchen Science for our inquiry
focus this term. The girls have
explored, using the scientific
process, the chemistry concepts
that occur when cooking in the
kitchen. We now understand that
when we cook, the ingredients
undergo a chemical or physical
change.
Here are some of the experiments
we have explored so far with some
of the scientific explanations

Ice Cream

ROOM
Smelly Balloons
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Atoms are too small to be seen but we can smell them. Atoms
bond together to make molecules. The molecules are still
really small but can travel through the membrane (skin) of the
balloon. We call this diffusion. The scent molecules travel
from higher air pressure to lower pressure (which is outside
the balloon). This is how we could smell it when we shook the
balloon.

We put a little bag of cream, sugar and vanilla extract into a larger bag with ice cubes and salt. After
we shook it for 5 minutes we had ice cream! The liquid had formed into a solid after that time. We put
salt in the ice cubes to lower the water's freezing point. It cools the cream mixture so much that little
crystals and air bubbles start to form, that’s what makes ice cream! Then we served it up and enjoyed
it!

Turning Milk into Plastic
We added steaming milk to vinegar and it
formed milk curds. The curds appear because
the acid (vinegar) is added to the milk (which
is a base) and it changes the pH levels of it.
The molecules unfold and turn into curds. We
used a spoon to scoop out the curds and put
them on a paper towel. Then we squeezed all
of the liquid out of it and started to knead it
and shape it. When it dried out completely, it
turned into a plastic solid.

Ooze

When we put pressure/ force on the ooze, it was solid. But when we held it in our hands the ooze
was a liquid. This is because the ooze is a non-Newtonian fluid. A non-Newtonian fluid is any fluid
that behaves differently depending on the amount of force applied to it.

Popping Candy

When the pop rocks are made they use a hot candy syrup which is mixed with carbon dioxide gas
under high pressure. The pop rocks start fizzing when they go into the soda. The carbon dioxide gas
from the pop rocks mixes with the carbon dioxide gas in the soda making the balloon expand when
the gases combine.

Soda Fountain

Before we did the experiment, we heated the Coke bottle because we
heard that it would make the explosion more intense. The Mentos
candies caused the carbon dioxide gas in the Coke to rapidly form
large bubbles, creating a fountain of foamy soda that rose high into the
air.

ROOM
7

Maths

Over the last few weeks for maths we have been
exploring fractions. We used fractional equivalence to
design “fake” artwork. The colours had to total a little bit
more than half the picture. We then had to prove it
visually and in numbers.

StepsWeb - Literacy

This year the senior syndicate has been using
StepsWeb, a leading online literacy programme
which adapts to each learner supporting practice in
all the core skills needed for reading and spelling.
In Room 7 we work on this for homework and daily
in class.
We can see real progress! We used our mathematical skills to work out when we started,
when we had 2 weeks holidays and when we started working daily in class as well as for
homework. Can you?

Science in the kitchen

We have continued exploring science in the kitchen. Chemists study what things are made of and how
they react with other things and we have been looking at chemical reactions, or changes. One
important thing we have learnt is the difference between a physical and a chemical change. Both
yeast and baking soda can be used to create a gas. We carried out experiments to observe the
reaction. We saw and heard the bubbles, felt the temperature change, and could see the dough puff
up. We made yummy bread rolls that were light and fluffy because the gas from the yeast made them
rise.

A highlight over the last few sessions was creating our own red cabbage PH indicator solution. We
then used this solution to create red cabbage indicator paper, which we used to test the PH levels of
different acids and bases found in the kitchen. We also used universal indicator to test different acids
and bases too. We learnt that different chemicals turn the universal indicator or red cabbage paper
into different colours. Scientists measure the strength of acids and bases using the pH scale. Using a
pH indicator allows us to identify different chemicals as acidic, alkaline, or neutral. We became really
proficient at describing the different colours and where they were on the PH scale.

Sewing - Technology
For our sewing technology we have been making reusable
shopping bags from calico. This required learning to use a
pattern to cut out the fabric and 2 stitches on the sewing
machine, zigzag and straight.
In order to personalise our bags for our stakeholders we
created and printed stencils using the 3D printers. This
involved finding an image we liked and converting it to the
correct format (svg) for Tinkercad (the software we use for
creating print designs). Once in Tinkercad we were able to
“cut” the shape out of a rectangle, leaving the stencil hole.
Some of us discovered that pieces of the stencil would “drop
out” if they weren’t connected, just leaving a big hole. Not
the image we wanted.
Before we could stencil our bags we had the opportunity to
practice, getting the right amount of paint and experimenting
with different colours.
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Mr Hughes spent time
with every class this
week, storytelling the
magic that is Matariki.
The beautiful display
Mrs Smith created was
shining brightly upon the
girls as they listened to,
and watched captivating
stories and visual
representations.

BoT Election
Update
Due to accreditation having not yet been approved
by the Ministry of Education for providers to
facilitate an electronic election, we will be
conducting a paper-based election this year.
All eligible caregivers will receive an email in the
next couple of weeks calling for nominations. If
you are extra keen to get a nomination in to us
before then, please contact Nic Roberts at the
school office and she will send you all the relevant
details.

Nic Roberts
Returning Officer
nroberts@stjohnsgirls.school.nz
03 218 7759

We have been experiencing a high number of absences recently due to lots of
different bugs doing the rounds.
If your daughter is going to be absent or late, please make contact with the
school either via phone call, email or Skool Loop before 9.00 am.
We do request that you contact us each day that your daughter is absent as
we need to ensure that she has safely made it to school if she is going to be
back.
Reports and Attendance:
As you will be aware, reports are coming home on Friday July 1st. Unless you
have been contacted directly by your daughter's teacher, please do not be
alarmed at her attendance percentage. Given we are in a pandemic and
sickness has been huge so far this year, we understand.
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Tennis

NEWS / NOTICES

Looking for a fun Term 3 after school activity for the kids?
Tennis Southland is running beginner and intermediate coaching sessions for kids,
on Tuesdays in term three; July 26th to September 27th.
Beginners 9x 45-minute sessions for $40
Intermediates 9x 1-hour sessions for $50
Session times for beginners 3:45pm or 4:30pm at the Badminton Hall and
intermediates 3:45pm at ILT Velodrome
If they haven’t had coaching yet, then this is a fantastic place to start and a
good opportunity to further develop their skills.
Either contact Tennis Southland at operations@tennissouthland.co.nz for more
details or register here:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfbWKQisCBMNPbRKosUrcK5QFJD
ms_EteKzXYA1lwqxXVHkUw/viewform

